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Introducing RCR
“In 2006, enterprising managers from two longestablished European companies – Rinol and
Rocland - came together to create a new force in
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global industrial flooring.
RCR was founded on a desire to harness the
expertise of leading brands worldwide, and achieve
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Industrial Flooring Group
locations

only the best. Those values still hold true today.
Embedded in the Group is more than 50 years of
technical and market knowledge. Our companies
have been on the frontline of industrial floor
technology as it has grown and developed over the
years.
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Now with an annual turnover exceeding €160m and
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Products

its position over the years. Today we are proud to
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Major international clients
and projects

850 employees, RCR has consistently strengthened
be the only organisation in the world offering a
completely integrated service for industrial flooring.
From engineering and design expertise, to awardwinning products and specialist contracting: we are
the strength in industrial floors.”

Emilio Esteban, CEO
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Our
international
reach

Industrial Flooring
Group locations

The world still depends on products.

l Collaboration agreements

l RCR companies

Manufacturing, distribution and retail are now
touching every corner of the globe.

l RCR commercial agents

These

competitive industries demand hard-working
buildings, with floors created to perform and
endure.
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Many of our clients are global entities – and so

Consistency matters, to our clients and to us.

are we. With wholly-owned subsidiaries, partner

That’s why we offer complete assurance that our

companies and agents across the world, our size

standards remain constant throughout the world,

and scope is truly unrivalled.

giving our clients the reliable results they need.

Not content with being the major floor construction

Wherever clients need industrial flooring expertise,

company in Europe and South America we are also

RCR will be there.

very active in Russia and China. Recent further
ventures in India and South Africa demonstrate our
global vision and commitment.

Mercadona Sevilla
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Strength in
integration

KIA Motors, Slovakia.

Furthermore, we encourage staff from different
With 27 companies in the RCR Group,
communication is key.
All our companies are managed independently
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and remain autonomous. Yet as a group we want
to ensure we increase and share our knowledge, for
the benefit of all – especially our clients.
Every three months the heads of our companies

companies to undertake secondment in other parts
of the Group, to widen and enrich their experience
– part of our plan to grow the next generation of
managers from within.
Snop Automotive, Tangier.

We have begun more regular communications
across the Group too, so our employees can all
understand how they can contribute to RCR’s
success.

gather to share developments in thinking,
technologies and markets.

Consultancy
Creating the ideal industrial floor begins with

The result is an optimum, value-engineered floor

intelligent design. So RCR has its own engineering

specification.

division – RCR Engineering Company – with proven
Our companies are divided into three divisions:

n

consultants are entirely independent. They don’t
work solely with RCR contractors. Their unbiased

Our industry-leading consultants take account of

expertise is available to clients regardless of the

everything, including:

project, contractor or preferred products.

Products – research, development and 		
manufacture under ISO 9001 disciplines

n

Like all our companies and partners, our engineering

clients.
Consultancy – expert engineering and 		
design for industrial floors

n

expertise in designing industrial floors for major

Contracting – installing high specification 		
floors to exacting standards

However, our unique strength comes from the

n the site, ground conditions and environment;
n how the building will be used over its lifetime;
n load bearing requirements;
n special features, such as docking areas or
machinery pits;

complete service – design to installation – that only

n safety and hygiene;

RCR can provide on a global scale.

n light reflectivity;
n time constraints;
n lifetime costs;
n environmental impact;
n any specific client requirements.

Audi, Germany.
KIA Motors, Slovakia.
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Products
RCR began with products at its heart, and they

Contracting

remain the Group’s key strength today.
The optimum specification and the most
Our portfolio is comprehensive, encompassing

innovative products need skilful installation to

everything an industrial floor could require at every

give the best performance.

stage of its construction:
Creating an industrial floor is as much an art as a

n steel fibres – adding strength to concrete
n formwork – to provide a boundary for the 		
concrete pour

n armoured joints – to protect construction 		
joint arrises

n bonding agents – used when forming a floor
in multiple strata

science – and our specialist flooring contractors are
highly skilled and well practised in working to the

We have our own contracting companies in Spain,

tightest standards and tolerances.

Portugal, France, Czech Republic and Romania, and
we partner with companies in many other territories

Entirely autonomous businesses, our contractors

worldwide – including Russia, South America and

are just as adept at working with products from

the Balkans.

non-RCR companies – so clients can always have
flexibility and choice.

n construction joint sealants – to fill saw-cut 		
joints in concrete floors
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n dry-shake toppings – for colour, abrasion and
slip resistance, and durability

n decorative finishes – to enhance appearance
and style

n floor hardeners – to improve durability in 		
hard-working applications

n accelerating additives – to speed up curing 		
time and increase early strength

n curing and sealing compounds – to speed 		
curing and improve hardness and durability

n cleaning solvents and detergents – to 		
maintain appearance and performance
We’re proud to have many leading worldwide
brands within our products division, including RCR
founders Rocland and Rinol; Rocland subsidiary
Placeo; and Permaban which joined the group in
2011.
Many of our other product brands are equally well
known within their own geographic regions. In
fact, we manufacture in eight countries around the
world, with factories in Europe, South Africa, Chile
and India.
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Strength in our
brands

1

RCR has a strong portfolio of renowned company

Major
international
clients and projects

and product brand names, and well-protected
intellectual property.
Trade marks for floor hardener systems include:

n
n
n
n

Qualiroc
Qualitop

We’re privileged to name many of the world’s

Indurit

leading global companies and brands as our clients
– including Coca-Cola, Walmart, Sony, Audi and BMW.

Trade marks for fibres include:
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n
n
n
n
n
n

ROC Fibras

We believe client relationships should be built for

Proroc

the long term. Because we always put our clients’

Eurosteel

requirements first we’ve become a trusted partner,

Twincone

enjoying strong loyalty and repeat business over the

Twinplate

years.

IVX

Rinol Sealing
Rinol Standard

3

Our technical support – from design to installation –

Trade marks for coatings include:

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

2

Qualidur

1.

is highly valued and available anywhere in the world.
Combined with our guarantees and proven track

Rinol Allrounder

record, we give clients every confidence to choose

Rinol Conductive

RCR time and again.

Rinol Design
Rinol Exquisite
Suelastic

1 KIA, Slovakia
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Duralit
2 Michelin France

Trade marks for joints include:

n
n
n
n

AlphaJoint

3 Audi, Germany

BetaJoint
Permasteel

4 Olympian Park Timisoara, Romania

Permaban Signature
5 DHL, Spain
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Novem Car Mexico.
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